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Introduction



This Country Sheet has been elaborated in the framework of the project entitled “Reinforcing the sustainability of the reintegration of migrants returning from the European Union to Morocco, Tunisia and Senegal” (Motuse), implemented by the IOM and co-financed by the European Union and the Italian Interior Ministry. This project is aimed at improving the reintegration of migrants returning to Morocco, Tunisia and Senegal from the European Union through a dual approach, consisting of direct and individual aid provided to returning migrants and strengthening the capabilities of the institutions and organisations effectively or potentially providing assistance to migrants returning to these three countries. Successful and sustainable reintegration begins with correctly preparing the migrants’ return and that is not possible without having clear and updated information concerning what awaits them in their countries of origin. The economic and political situation, sectors creating jobs and opportunities linked to activities generating revenue, may indeed have changed during the migrants’ absence and their stay in Europe. It is for this reason that, in order to better assist migrants to be prepared, many return counsellors - social assistants, officials, members of associations etc. – request information about the return context in the migrants’ countries of origin. This country sheet, part of a series of three focusing respectively on Morocco, Tunisia and Senegal, is therefore aimed at providing a degree of basic information concerning the economic context, training opportunities, funding possibilities or the existence of support programmes for the more vulnerable, among others. It also provides a number of avenues concerning generally viable reintegration projects on the basis of the IOM’s experts vast experience concerning reintegration in the countries named. It is intentionally brief and concrete and is aimed at providing indications directly usable by counsellors and by migrants once they have returned to their own countries. It is not instead aimed at being exhaustive. For more specific issues, migrants are encouraged to contact the IOM missions directly in the countries they are living in or in their countries of origin. Contact information for missions in countries of origin can be found in the last section of this document.



Last updated in August 2016
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Job opportunities and employment services Government strategies to counteract unemployment by supporting employability of the young and alternatives to wage-earning jobs Faced with an increasingly pressing demand for creating employment, the state supports entrepreneurship through various organisations. Those in search of jobs are advised to present individual investment initiatives allowing them too to become job providers. The promotion of entrepreneurship appears to be one of the policies that will help reduce unemployment among the young. The Employment Ministry’s organisations are also stakeholders in various cooperation programmes as well as being involved in strategies encouraging entrepreneurship.



The National Agency for Employment and Independent Jobs (ANETI) The National Agency for Employment and Independent Jobs (ANETI) is a public non-administrative body equipped with administrative and financial autonomy. It works under the aegis of the Ministry for Professional Training and Employment. This agency has a network of offices all over the country, with 71 multi-service offices that include a series of territorial delegations and are responsible for stimulating the job market through numerous sectors of activity, 10 employment offices for managers, specialised in the management of this category, and 7 sector-specific offices responsible for the organisation of the employment market in a specific production sector that characterises the economic fabric of a given region. The beneficiaries of ANETI’s programmes are people in search of jobs and those presenting a project they are trying to implement on their own. Young people in search of vocational training and companies in search of satisfying their human resource needs also benefit from ANETI services.



The National Youth Observatory (ONJ) Is an agency that works under the aegis of the Ministry for Youth and Sport. It is responsible for a number of activities for the young and in particular is aimed at encouraging them to look for jobs and entrepreneurship.



Programmes for supporting employment The Tunisian state has created a number of programmes aimed at encouraging the placement of young graduates in the labour market as well as other categories of the unemployed: • Programmes and Funds for Integration in Active Life consists of courses on integration in an active life with the objective of achieving better permanent integration in the labour market for young graduates and for those who have been unemployed for over three years, as well as workers who have lost their jobs. Within this framework, the state pays a monthly benefit of 150 dinars (about 65 euros) as an additional wage and guarantees social security for young graduates. It also grants fiscal advantages to companies to encourage them to hire young graduates.
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• The Civil Service Programme for high-school graduates known as “entry level job seekers” allows them to enrol in voluntary part-time internships in jobs of general interest. • The Fund for Integration and Professional Adaptation (FIAP) was created with the aim of helping job seekers become part of the productive system via specific means (adjusting to and integrating in a company, improvement within a business, reconversion of staff working for companies experiencing problems, encouraging geographical mobility, sub-contracting to training and integration companies) so as to satisfy the demands of businesses. This programme can include unemployed graduates who have been jobless for over three years. • The Training Employment Contract (CEF) is a programme for young people having a middle school and a vocational training diploma. Interns have the right to two-thirds of the SMIG and social insurance. In exchange, the company benefits from a 300 dinar (about 130 euros) subsidy for each intern and a 200 dinar bonus if the intern is taken on with an exemption from social contributions for two years.



Programmes and funds for promoting entrepreneurship • The National Fund for the Promotion of Cottage Industries and Small Businesses (FONAPRAM) under the aegis of the Ministry for Professional Training and Employment, provides credit to beneficiaries in order to encourage the promotion of projects with craftsmanship characteristics and support small businesses (trade, industry, services, etc.). • The Special Fund for the Development of Agriculture (FOSDA), basically managed by the Ministry of Agriculture but also involving other ministries such as the Treasury and the Ministry of Industry, assists farmers with investment financing for amounts ranging from 40,000 to 500,000 dinars (about 17,000 to 220,000 euros). • The Support Programme for Small Developers exists within the framework of state policies for supporting private initiatives and the creation of projects creating revenue. The programme envisages technical and managerial assistance for young developers by providing certain public services, vocational training courses or internships. • The Tunisian Solidarity Bank (BTS) is a retail bank. It finances small projects presented by those having professional and scientific qualifications but without sufficient financial means and the guarantees normally required to obtain a loan. Micro-credit conditions are simplified and interest rates are never higher than 5% so as to facilitate selfemployment and responsiveness of small entrepreneurs and individual initiatives. BTS financing is aimed at small businesses, craftsmanship, agriculture, trade and industry in rural and urban contexts. • Regional Development Programmes support the creation of employment and the improvement of living standards in the country’s disadvantaged areas in order to eradicate poverty and reduce inequality between regions through the consolidation of territorial marketing processes and techniques covering the ensemble of governorates; improving vulnerable groups’ access to basic services through adequate
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policies and programmes such as the reinforcement of micro-credit mechanisms aimed at stimulating investments in infrastructures and basic socio-collective facilities at a local level. The Regional Development Programme (PRD) takes action in three sectors: (i) the vocational training of young people in rural areas, (ii) the creation and support of jobs through loans and subsidies (iii) the improvement of standards of living through infrastructure (drinking water, electricity, roads, agricultural paths, sanitation, the installation of healthcare and cultural facilities such as basic health centres, primary schools and cultural centres). • The Agency for the Promotion of Industry and Innovation Centres (APII). The Agency for the Promotion of Industry and Innovation is a body working under the aegis of the Ministry of Industry and provides all information concerning documentation useful for investors and promoters. The agency – present in Tunis, Sousse and Sfax – is a centre for the APII’s administrative and legal formalities. The different administrations involved in completing formalities linked to setting up a business are located in its offices (including the Bureau for the Promotion of Investments - API, the bureau for registering company deeds, the tax control bureau, the customs bureau etc.) • Agency for the Promotion of Agricultural Investments (APIA). The APIA is a nonadministrative state agency. Its main mission is to promote private investments in the agricultural, fishing and associated service sectors, as well as first transformation processes integrated with agricultural and fishing projects. The APIA’s services are addressed at farmers, fishermen, young promoters and Tunisian and foreign investors. The APIA has a variety of solutions such as financial and fiscal advantages instituted by its investment encouragement code. The APIA assists promoters in setting up their investment portfolios and follows up and supervises the project’s implementation phases. Its mandate includes training and placing young farmers during the identification stages. It guarantees that the implementation of their projects is followed and studied with a framework of business incubators and specific vocational training programmes. The APIA guarantees the establishment of contacts between Tunisian operators and their foreign partners in view of promoting partnership projects and commercial exchanges. • CONECT is a new employer organisation created to answer the needs of company heads at an economic, social, juridical and fiscal level whatever their field of work or context in which it is developed, both at a national and regional level. CONECT is aimed at promoting a privileged connection with state authorities and establishing an effective partnership for social dialogue in order to implement development policies at a national and regional level.
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Microfinance In Tunisia, the history of microfinance dates back to the beginning of the 1960s. Law no. 99-67 dated 1999 defines micro-credit as “all credit accorded by microcredit associations (AMC), aimed at helping economic and social integration by financing the acquisition of small production materials or working capital. Funds can also be attributed for improving living standards”. The maximum amount of credit allowed is 5,000 dinars (about 2,100 euros), with a 5% interest rate and must be repaid over a maximum of three years. Those eligible for microcredits are persons belonging to families in need and vulnerable categories and capable of exercising an ongoing activity, or those who are qualified to exercise an activity and do not have a paid job. • Enda Inter-Arabe, a member of the International ENDA network based in Senegal, was founded in Tunisia in 1990 and is present all over the country with its 77 agencies. This association promoting socially responsible micro-financing, contributes to the financial independence of alienated groups, in particular women and the young, through a range of quality financial services and the promotion of entrepreneurship. • Taysir Micro-finance’s mission is to provide financial and support services suitable for the most financially deprived populations in the most deprived districts and regions, in particular in the governorates in the centre-west (Le Kef, Siliana, Kasserine, Zaghouan, Jendouba, Kairouan), as well as those of Nabeul and Grand Tunis (Ariana, Ben Arous and La Manouba). Taysir Micro-finance’s first four agencies have already opened in Kef, Siliana, Béni Khaled and Ibn Khaldoun. In Tunisia, the new legal framework for microfinance authorises credit up to 20,000 dinars (about 8,400 euros), Taysir proposes smaller amounts of credit with progressive renewals adapted to the needs and the repayment capabilities of borrowers. Furthermore, Taysir Conseil offers young graduates total and free support for setting up businesses as well as training for the development of existing businesses, financial education and individual coaching in addition to local development aid.
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Training Professional training policies are aimed at efficiently answering labour market needs and the aspirations of the young. Training is based on the principle of alternation between training centres and businesses through active partnerships. Four different types of certifications are provided corresponding to different levels of training: • A certificate of competence: awarded after a six-month training course for students above the age of 15, whatever their academic level may be. • A certificate of professional aptitude: open to students who are at least 16 years old and have completed their basic education successfully or proving they are of an equivalent level. • A professional technician’s vocational diploma: accessible to candidates with an approved professional aptitude certificate in a compatible specialisation or having successfully complete the second year of secondary education in a sector compatible with the target specialisation. • Senior technician’s vocational diploma: for candidates with an approved professional technician’s vocational diploma or who have completed high school in a sector compatible with the target specialisation. There are 212 vocational training centres managed by the Tunisian Agency for Professional Training, holding hundreds of specialisation courses covering all economic sectors.
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Training sector



Specialisations



AGRICULTURE/FISHING AND AQUACULTURE



Horticulture · Farming · Agricultural Services · Breeding



CONSTRUCTION AND PUBLIC WORKS



Major construction works · Wood and furniture · Cold storage and air-conditioning · Public works · Mines and quarries



TEXTILES AND CLOTHING



Weaving · Dressmaking · Hosiery



LEATHER AND SHOES



Shoes · Leather goods



GENERAL MECHANICS AND METAL CONSTRUCTION



Mechanical engineering · Maintenance · Welding · Steel construction · Plastics processing · Drilling · Precision Mechanics



ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS



Electronic engineering · Electronics · Telecommunications



FOOD-PROCESSING INDUSTRY



Food Industries · Food



TRANSPORT, DRIVING AND MAINTENANCE OF ENGINES IN PUBLIC WORKS SECTOR



Driving vehicles · Running building site engines · Vehicle and engine maintenance · Maintenance of building site machinery · Transport



TOURISM AND HOTELS



Tourism and entertainment · Hotel business and catering



ARTS AND CRAFTS



Jobs in the leather industry · Working with wood · Basketry · Upholstery and weaving · Traditional clothes and embroidery · Jewellery related jobs · Working with metal · Stone and glassworks · Glass-related jobs



ADMINISTRATION



Secretarial and bureaucratic · Commerce and accounting · IT and multimedia



SERVICES AND VARIOUS INDUSTRIES



Graphic arts · Paramedical and pharmaceutical industries hairdressing and cosmetics



Priority sectors are construction and its annexes; welding and steel construction; electricity, electronics and new information and communications technology as well as tourism and the hotel business.
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Support for vulnerable people and returning migrants Social assistance for vulnerable people The national programme for social advancement The Tunisian state has set in place a series of procedures and means for the promotion of access of all citizens to basic needs and certain facilities. Hence, within this framework of social advancement, the battle against poverty and the improvement of living standards, those needing assistance may present a disabled person’s card, a free health-care card or one at reduced prices. In these cases those benefitting from free care can, in certain cases and respecting established procedures, present a request for reading glasses, hearing aids or wheelchairs. Furthermore, families with a yearly income below the poverty threshold (individual income of less than 382 dinars urban contexts and 191 dinars in rural areas) may present a request for permanent assistance. The amount of aid is established by the Aid Programme for Needy Families (PNAFN) and can amount to 110 dinars a month as well as free health care. As far as the reduction of poverty and social and territorial inequality are concerned, the social services system has a number of shortcomings that must be resolved following evaluation. The Tunisian Social Solidarity Union (UTSS) Dedicated to the management of different aid and social services programmes, the UTSS is a NGO that supports the implementation of social services providing assistance and self-development aid to the most deprived. It promotes various forms of aid benefitting preschool children, students from poor families or those with low incomes, offering periodical assistance to the elderly in need and without support, as well as the mentally disabled with no family. It also manages a medicine bank for disaster relief.



Assistance for returning migrants Office for Tunisians Abroad (OTE) This has regional delegations responsible for providing the following services: supervising the achievement of the agency’s objectives and the implementation of various initiatives planned at a regional level; assisting families of migrants that have remained in Tunisia and take action on their behalf with regional authorities; plan and implement target programmes for the benefit of emigrants and their families at a local and regional level; collect and send to the agency all data concerning emigrants and their families that have remained in Tunisia.
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Migration Resources Centers (CRM) CRMs have been established in Tunisia within the framework of the project entitled “The development of centres of resources and online information services for migrants (CRM)” implemented by the International Organisation for Migrants (IOM) in partnership with the Office for Tunisians Abroad (OTE) and the National Agency for Employment and Independent Jobs (ANETI). Using various services, these centres contribute to preventing illegal migration while facilitating legal migration, protecting both categories, promoting lasting returns and strengthening the bonds between migration and development. In this way, the CRMs provide information and support services for potential and real migrants as well as those returning to Tunisia. They facilitate access to a number of migration opportunities both for students and workers, as well as a significant amount of data concerning a number of destination countries. The CRMs provide migrants with the means for making well thoughtout decisions as far as their migration projects are concerned, thereby minimising risks and maximising the benefits of migration experiences. There are currently four centres in Tunisia; in Tunis, Sfax, Kef and Médenine. Each centre has two migration advisors, experts with experience in public service in the field of migration and specifically trained to comply with the needs of those turning to these centres. These advisers are ready to advise and assist potential migrants, Tunisian resident abroad as well as returning Tunisians in all their decisions. Italian cooperation The Italian Cooperation Agency has launched a new line of credit with the objective of promoting Tunisian SMEs. This new line of financing is aimed at encouraging priority sectors to foster the transfer of technology and the creation of synergies between SMEs in the two countries. This credit can be used to acquire Italian goods and services to answer the needs of Tunisian and mixed Italian-Tunisian businesses established in Tunisia.
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Agricultural projects Chicken farming Traditional family livestock farming remains a project that is still quite popular with young people coming from livestock farming families. Training courses for this speciality are open to everyone. Farmyard poultry has existed for a very long time all over Tunisia, in villages, rural regions and more rarely in urban areas. Chickens are clearly predominant but other species such as turkeys, guinea fowl, ducks and geese are equally found. The size of these farms varies greatly with the majority having between 20 and forty livestock but these numbers have increased significantly with rising demand. For those benefitting from voluntary return projects, this kind of activity is quite popular since it can generate an appealing income. Nonetheless, such projects are only viable if the project’s developer, in addition to reintegration benefits generally provided by the IOM, also has additional financial aid (personal savings, help from the family or micro-credit). The IOM’s financial aid, which generally varies between 1,000 and 3,000 euros, is not really sufficient for implementing such a project. Our beneficiaries are equally informed that for the project to be a success, they must follow specifications to the letter. When all criteria are met, we are able to obtain excellent results and medium and longterm financial stability as shown by the young man in the below photograph.
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Micro-irrigation and market gardening This kind of project has increased significantly over recent years thanks to competition linked to the use of freshwater for food, health and energy. Water resources are diminishing and need in the agricultural sector increasing, hence many farmers have resorted to this type of watering system to guarantee a good level of agricultural production. Market gardening in open fields and under cover occupies on average 140,000 hectares in Tunisia. Market gardening under cover (in greenhouses, hothouses, multi-tunnels and small tunnels), where hot peppers, tomatoes, melons, watermelons etc. are grown, constitute only 6.2% of this surface area. One finds these projects mainly in the governorates of Monastir, Sfax, Sidi Bouzid and Mahdia. Returning Tunisians who choose this kind of project are basically farmers or come from farming families. Financing for irrigation equipment and buying greenhouses is an excellent project idea for our beneficiaries since this does not require a large amount of capital. With a start-up capital of between 1,500 and 2,500 euros, it is effectively possible to start growing a variety of out-of-season products and thereby obtain sufficient revenue to reinvest. Even with only the IOM reintegration subsidy, returning migrants can make the capital invested profitable. We therefore encourage these projects, since we are aware that they can individually be successful and financially independent after one agricultural season.
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Cattle and sheep breeding This is one of the most popular activities among beneficiaries from rural areas. It allows our beneficiaries to have a revenue-generating project without significant qualifications. The families of the beneficiaries also encourage this kind of work because they can supervise the project’s proposer, facilitate his work by making available the land, barns or sheep pens, as well as feed for the animals. Milk and meat, the produce of such an activity, are food goods in demand and can generate satisfactory revenue. Such activities do not require large start-up capital. A beneficiary can start a small breeding farm to be made productive by buying six ewes and one ram. With reintegration aid amounting to 1,500 euros, our beneficiaries can easily create their own small herds. Furthermore, this kind of project is not excessively complicated in terms of administrative procedures. The documentation required is easily accessible. In terms of costs and execution this kind of project is one of the easiest to implement.
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Fishing Inshore or traditional fishing is a very popular activity among Tunisians originating from coastal areas. Beneficiaries who choose this kind of activity are usually people who live or have lived on fishing revenue and who in turn became fishermen. A vessel with an engine and fishing nets are the only capital a fisherman needs in order to work, in addition to his expertise (on this subject, in order to guarantee the success of this kind of project, the IOM requires a vocational aptitude certificate or a “Livret” as they are called in Tunisia). This activity can generate satisfactory and durable revenue, even if this depends on unpredictable external factors such as the weather. Nevertheless, a returning Tunisian cannot individually setup such a project if his only capital is provided by IOM financial aid. An allocation of between 1,000 and 3,000 euros is not sufficient to buy a boat and fishing nets even if they are second hand. This is why migrants assisted by the IOM who have set up business as fishermen, have had to form associations with other fishermen or present a request for credit providing certain guarantees. In spite of this, we have seen success stories among the “fishermen” beneficiaries.
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Various projects Returning migrants who have aptitude for specific jobs, have a strong chance of succeeding in their socio-economic reintegration. Our experience tells us that the beneficiaries we have assisted and who have implemented pastry, carpentry, confection, automobile painting, decorating, small local commerce projects, have almost all succeeded in their reintegration. Some of them have even enlarged their projects and asked for our support to obtain micro-credits with micro-finance institutions. Please see some of these activities below, with the amounts needed for the projects.



decorative cabinet making



Start-up budget The investment needed for buying a new machine has risen to about 1,500 euros.



grocery shops



Start-up budget The investment needed to buy the storage shelves and general food products amounts to 2,500 euros



dressmaking



Start-up budget Initial investment of 10,000 euros +2,500 euros of micro-credit.
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Once migrants have returned, these are the stages to be followed to receive assistance in order to reintegrate. Stage 1: Contact the Tunisian branch of the IOM to set up an appointment Tel: 71.960.313 / 71.860.312 Reintegration Focal Point: Ms Nadia Cheikh E-mail: [email protected]



Stage 2: Personal interview During this interview, you will discuss your needs, skills and projects with the Reintegration Focal Point. Discussions are aimed at defining reintegration projects that will be implemented by migrants and supported by the IOM through “reintegration aid”. Interviews are also aimed at explaining how such aid works.



Stage 3: Creation of an individual reintegration project Migrants must provide IOM with the following documentation: 1. Prepare a “Business Plan” 2. Submit three quotations or three sales agreements to sell for each piece of equipment requested, from three different sellers (when applicable). 3. If renting, a certified copy of a rental agreement, stamped by the correct authorities OR if owners, a certified copy of ownership deed, stamped by the correct authorities 4. Certifications of professional expertise such as: • Certification of internships or jobs (if you have any). • Licences (in your name if presenting a commercial project) • Certification that your activity is exercised in your municipality (in your name if the project is agricultural) Contact details for the IOM in Tunis: Tel: 71.960.313 / 71.860.312 Fax: 71 961 437 IMPORTANT: Please include your name on all documentation sent by fax.



Stage 4: Implementing your project IMPORTANT: Payments will be made directly to suppliers, in various instalments depending on the equipment requested. IOM does not provide reintegration aid in cash.
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Stage 5: Finalisation and monitoring Once assistance has been provided, IOM will request copies of invoices for all goods acquired as well as a receipt signed by you. Such documentation is of the utmost importance to IOM in order to be able to continue to assist returning migrants. Furthermore, a few months after receiving aid, IOM will contact you so as to pay a visit and see how reintegration is progressing and how the activity launched with IOM’s support is doing. Should you need medical assistance or aid for primary needs, IOM will ask you to present written evidence concerning the kind of vulnerability (prescription from a doctor in the event of a request for medical assistance) and/or receipts for primary need goods.



OIM Tunisia address: 6, Lac du Bourget, Tunis 1053, Tunisia
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